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The double strangeness productiOl1 has been observed in two final states of annihi·
lation of antiprotons at momentum less than 0.9 GeV/c on X e nuclei; K+ K+ X (8
events) and K+KoAX (6 events). The probabilities of the reiKtion pXe -+ K+ K+ X
vary from 2.10- 5 (at rest) up to 7.10- 5 (in flight). The readion pXe -+- K+ KOAX
is observed only in Right with probability 3 . 10-- 4 • The properties of the observed
reactions are 6imitat to those resulting from the cascade process with product.ion of
:;; hyperon: pN -+ [(-/e, K- -+ K1r, tCN -+'2K, SN -+ AA. The new upper
limit on the production probability of the siable H(S = -2) dibaryon in the reaction
,Xe - t K+ K+ H(R -+ I;-p)X was obtainf'.d to be < 2 -10- 1 (90%0.1.).
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1. INTRODUCTION

-

I

Study of strange particle production in anDihilation of low-energy
antiprotons on Ilucleimakes it possible to solve many problems asso
dated with dynamics ofstra.nge meson product1on andgeneratioD. of
hyperons below their production threshold on free nucleons. The signif
icanceof searching for final states with double straugeness in antiproton
annihilation on nuclei to extract the information ·aboutthepresenc~of
Don-cou;ventionalprocesses in$idethe nucleus was emphasized inbumy
papers 'by Dover [lIt Cugnon and Vandermeulen [2). The importanCe of
in'RStigaiion of sncll type of reactions at antiproton momentum below
the production threshold was pointed out by Kopellovi~ {3].As it is
shOWll by Ra1'elski [4], the double strangen~produetion in antipro
ton annihilat~on on nuclei could be a signatme of quark-gluOJl plasma
formation..:
Kilian [5}has proposed the H..dibaryon production mechani:sm in the
-antiproton-nucleus .annihilation via. the :reaction chain pA 4 X· k<t.{ A
I) -+ K·(A-2)E:K ~ K·K(A~3)H with capture ~r a slow a'hyperon
Oil a nucleon at the third stage. The observation signature Of this
readion is two K+ mesons itt the final state.
There are only three experiments to study double strangeness pro
c1udioD. III experiment by Condoc et al. {6} on a.ntiproton annihilatiou
-oJlllucleiatp !110m_tum < 400 MeV/cthere are no events with double
strangeness final state$ (R( AAX) < 4· 10-' ~d R(K+ K+X) < 5 ·10'-'
at 90% C.L.). In paper by Miyano et at. (7] 19 events of AAX produc
tion were found in pri annihila.tion at p momentum of 4.0 GeVIe, but
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these observation8 liave'not~~-·explained as yet in
conventional
manner. And finally in our previous experiment [8] with Xenon Bubble
Chambei using 1~ antiproton annihilations on X e nuclei at momen
tuIn.less than I GeV/c. we searched (or reactions with production of
doubly strange final states and t}lestable H(S :: -2) dibaryonand
did not observe events ofsuch kind.
.

any

.,

"

2. OBSERVATION OF THE REACTION pXe - f K+,K+ X
ANDpXe ..... K+[(OAX (DOUBLE STRANGENESS PRO-
DUCTION)
The investigations on search for the reaction with double strangeness
final states and stable H(S = -2} dibaryonm antiproton annihila.tion
on
nuclei are in progress using the roO-liter Xenon Bubble Cham
ber DIANA exposed to p antiproton beam with momentum of about

Xe

a

1 GeV/c.
The antiproton entering the cha.JIi.ber can annihilate in flight (rang~
ing from .0.9 GeV I cup to 0.4 GeV/ c) and at rest after energy dissipa
tion due to ionizationin liquid xenon. As a. trigger to select the anni~
hilation stars, was observation orat least one K+ meson, acc;oinPilJlied .
by an additional strange particle (KX, EX .Ko, A,EO). The details of
the measurement procedure and identificatiOn efficiency are presented
in paper [9).
After analys~of5.4.105pXeannihilations (2.1.105 at relit and 3.3. lOS
in flight) there were found 8 events ·ofthe pXe -+ K+K+X reactions
and 6 events o( tlulpXe ~. K+K OAX reactions in our experiment.
Table! contains all observed events with production of many strange
particles and shows all observed particles in annihilation stars. For each
annihilation event we calculated the p momentum before the annihila.
tion by the distance between th.e annihilation star and the annihilation
peak [9j. The accUracy of the p momentum calculation is det~ined
by the width of the annihilation peak corresponding to the dispersion
- of the initial p beam;

.

~'

Table 1
List Of observed eventS with dotlblystrangefinal state in pXeannihi~
lations
Yield
Observed
jl momentum
Observed
10-4
final
interval
final
state
state
GeV/c
,K+K+1('
0-0.,4
0.2
K+K+1r-'1f°
K+K+1r .... "Y4IJ 0.5
K+KOA"A"p 3.0
0.4 '- 0.65
K+ K+1f-7fop
K+Kl)A"A"p
K+KoA"A"p
K+K+21r

0.65-0.9

K+K+4p
, K+K+A"A"2p 0.7
. K+K+A~A"
, :

K+KOAA1r 2p 3.0
K+KOAj2p·}
K+K'OA7I"-·)

The events at'-c subdivided in three groups depending onp women
GeV/c) , events up to the 4K produC:tion
threshold on a free nucleon (0.4 - 0.65 GeV/c), and events with p mo
twn: i;lt rest events (0 - 0.4

mentum of 0.65 ..... 0.9 GeVj(:. The evcntsK+](+X alldK+KoAX
are also shown separately. The particles den~ted A and KO' were ob
served by the charged deca.y modes: A -+ p1r-, KO ~1t+1r-.' The'
sign !'A'l', dcOOtes the proposed A -+ n1rt' decay detected by 21' obser
vationinvicinity Of ·the annihilation star. It should be noted that
two events (Illarkt.-d by *) ~heeffeetive mass ()f An-- and A"",o"
c:on~to the mass .of the a hyperon 1327 ± 15 MeV/'<? and
1306:± 20 MeV/c 2 , respectively. W~ suggested "i= 1t0 as the A-y mass
is equal to i280 ± 20 AleV/c? and is fa.!"from the EO mass.
For .ea.cP group of events presented in Table 1 the probability -is
-estimated (Yie1d) . In this esti nla.ti on we took into account the detection
efficiency of the strange particles and their neutral decay channels _as
well~ DonobservableKL mesons. The p flux was taken to he 2.1.105
for at rest events and 3.3 . 105 shared. approximately equally -between
twO~()UPS of events infiight.
Apparently, the antiprot.on -annihilat.ion on a free nucleon could not

in
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lead to appearanee.of the obseived reactions. Therefore "we considered
theCollowing cascades, whicJt can produce our final states:

pN -+

KEitE, f(N

-+

A1r (twice)

pN -+ 1r1r,1fN -+KA (twice)
pN -+ KK1t, 1I'N -+ KA
pN -+ ww, wN -+ KA (twice)

pN-+Kfc·,k·N-.SK,SN .... AA"
pN -+ K*g*,-K* ....... K-rr, feN - 3K, 'E.N -+

(AK)
(11'11')
(Ki(-rr)
(ww)
(Kre)
AA (K* [(*) 

Fig.· Ipr.esents the estimates of the production proba~ility of
-+ K+K+X and pX e -+ K+ K OX reactions as calcula.ted by
A.Sibirtse:v
.. The probabilities were estimated using production
cross sections in the elementary processes. The cross sections of
wN -+ K A and k· N -+ EX reactions were estimated under the as
sumption that rr(J'i, 1rN -+ KA) = (J'(~,wN -+ KA) and

pXe

DR (pXe  g+K+ oX)

DR (flXe·- 1(TKOX)
b)

·1

I

.•e'...

Iii ~
~~"""'~:--""""'-=::--"--":":
u
u
..,
Uo.l
lI.J.u
U
U
utipl'Oioa momentum, GeV /e
aatiprotou m~melitutl1"GeV/e

Figure 1. Branching ratios of a) pX e -+ K+K+X and b) pX e -+
K+ KGX reactions. The curves areca.lculated by A.Sibirtsev
. for
denotes (4K)" process;
dift'erent processes in pX e annihilation: 0
>10
denotes (4K) process with 15% REO. Cascades
shown as fol
lows: (ww) - a 7 (-rr1r") - x , (KK-rr) - 0 , (KK*) • I:::. , (K*K*) 
x . Our experimental" data are presented by +

are

a(..[i, K-p

-+

SK)

=

0'(.;8, K* N

-+

SK). The Fermi motion of

s·

".

DUcleu nucleons and high emqyeomponent (BEe) ofthe ~ .(fOr
the direct proceSs (4K)) were ta.k~n into account. Reacti<ms j(N: ...... A1r

(cascade (4K» and SN -+ AA(asead.'{Kk*» (K·k-n Wue. DOt
included in these calculations. As itisaeen in Fig.I , the &xperi.meatal
points are situated highertban the calculated .theoreticalG1n'e.
Only three processes have large, but still fat from. ~prob
ability for description 'of the experimental d&ta. These prec-.es
are pN ..... ww (ww - KA) (caScade (ww» and. jiN - KIt- or
pN ..... K~ f(*(g*N --+ EK)(cascades (Kg-) and (K*j(·). Thedi-.
reet process ,N --+ KKK K (4K) was estimated without taking into
account the K K mas& spectra. If the e.x:peqmentaleJr~vemass of
two K mesons. (see Fig.2) is taken into accouut, then. the· estimate of
the direct (4K) proc~ rate win'decrease. However, it should ,be noted'
that thesecaletdations' are only estimations.
Examine now aJ.S9 correlations of the same kinematical parameters
in the obse1'Ved events: K-meson momentum and the effective mass~f
two K mesons and two A hyperons. The experimental diBtributious on
these parameters are presented in fig.2 (the lower row). The .l\.-hypetQJl
momenta in five' events, which are suggested. to be the neutral decay
.A - n1r°, were calculated by the momenta. and emission angles of ~
mesons. Calculating the effective mass of two A hyperons we obtained
a striking result: .within the errors the effective mass is almost the same
(aU quantities are in MeVI c2): 2316 ± 12.; 2264:i:: 16; 2337 ±3S~ 2287 ±
. 25; ·2311 ± 16, and 2287 ± 5 for the case of two charged A d~ys. The
a.verag~,valueis MAlL = (2290±20). MeV/t?
Fig. 12 preSents also the Monte-Carlo simulation on those param
eter'!$ (K momentum, MEE' MILA) for the final stat-e' produeed in
the cascade (ww), (Kit·), and (K$[(*). ForcompansoD, in Fig.2
we show the results of calculation for annihila.tio.n on 4N cluster:
p4N -- KKUN. In these calculations ·we took into account .the
Fermi momentum of nucleoIl5 t the two- OOdy phase space and used the
P momentum equaling zero for Cascade (ww) and equaling 0.60eV I c
for cascadeS (KIC), (K· [(*) and rearlion p.4N -- KK AAN •
As it is seen in Fig..2, only distribution· from the cascade prtHreS8
K· with 'production of:: hyperon inintennediate state &re'in,pod
agreement. with. the experimental·data. It should be· noied.that only
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~utCGeV/ci

2.3

15

,2:1

MAA(GeV~

.Figure 2. The spe<:tr~ of~he K -meson momenta {PK ),. effective masses
of paits of K -.luesons(MKK ) and 1\.. .hyJieroDs· (MAA); (a-d) -Monte
. Car-}osimu1atio~of dilfer~nt processes hl pA anoihiJation:(a) -pN
ww,wN-.KA; (b) -JiJV - Kfe" [(*rv -.'5K,'E.N - 1\.A; (c)
. - pN -K"Ir,X-N - EK, EN -+ AA;K- -+ K1rj (d) -[J4N 
K K AAN;· (e) - our experimental data..
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cascades (X g.) and (Ie' k*) predict th. observed ·SbonI...~ ~..
tween produdioD:rate of K+K+X and K+KGXfinal states (ie9.Fi&.t)•.
&, one can assume,remainitJ,gwithii'l the conveDialtPreHDtations.
that double strangeness production observed lnour experiments can be
explained due to E: hyperon production in tliecasc.ade process (K· It·).
Note tha.t this cascaGe is the same as the one proposed by Kilian. [51
for production of H dibaryon except f&r the last stage: -the reaction
EN -+ .t\A instead of capture of the
hyperon by a nuc1eou. The
distribution of the effective mass of pairso! A hyperons observed in
our experiment are either due to kinematical restriction in the cascade
(K*X*) process or associated with the existence of the·bound AA state
with mass 2290 ± 20 MeV/e-.

s:

3. SEARCH FOR STABLE H (8 ~ -2) DIBARYON DECAY·
ING AS H ...... }J-p.
Up to now, we ha.ve analyzed 3.2·ttfannihilations (1.4.105 at rest
and 1.8.105 in flight) to search for pXe -+ K+ K+H (H -+E-p)X
reaction. FourK+ K+X events, :from eight eveJtts<iiscussedabove, are
involvemin this material.
As earlier, in our experiment {8}, the annihilation stars c<Jntaining
K+ meson were an.cdyzed also from the viewpoint of th~ presence of H
particle decaying into E-p. We have no events of such type in. 3.2 . lOS
annihilations. IT we assume that the lifetime of the H is the· same ~
that of A hyperon and take into account all necessary corrections, one .
can obtain the yield BR(pXe ...... K+K+H (H -E"'p}X) < 2 .10-6
(90% C:L.).
'

4. CONCLUSION
.The unexpected intensive subthreshold double strangeness produc~
tion in the reactions· of antiproton annihilation· on Xe miclei was o~
served. The probabilities of the reactions fiXe -+ K+K+ X and
pX e -+ K+ J(fJ X A change from 2 . 10-5 up. to 3· 10~' when the au"':
tiproton momentum is increased :from at rest up to 0.9 GeVjC. The;
most probable source of the observed reactions is.the cascadeproees&,

:1

'UItougJiflM3ia.ypmmrormatioB:pN-. K·ll·, X--+ K w,'tt*N ...;
..aK,.EN -+ AA. TheObserva.tion ora narrow;sta.tein the system of twD
A·!JyperoDs.u.hthe mass equal to Mu. =2290 ±20· MfiV/c2 ma.y be
either,_ result ofthekinem~ica1·restriciioninthe cascade process with
. . S hyperoapredaetiou·OJ.' theboundAA state. A'further expenmeut is
.ueededio·SOM<theprOtilem.
. In ~ ~ t , we obtaiaed.tdso a new upper limit on the pro
action PftJbabitity c&iable B (S =-2)diba.ry~: BR(pXe ....
K+K+lI ,(11";"~J')X)<2-10-J (9O%C.t.).
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